Program at a glance

MONDAY 16 to FRIDAY 20

Continuous, round the clock, anywhere in the world participation - at OEG Connect
Discussion forums for every session in the program, recordings of live sessions from the previous day and sharing of resources, posting links, asking questions or seeking advice.

10 - 15 hours of live programming across 3 timezones between 9 a.m. and 10 p.m. every day
Taipei Medical University, Taipei, Taiwan
TUDelft, Delft, Netherlands
eCampusOntario, Toronto, Canada

Keynotes
Join the keynote sessions when available and be part of the conversations by posting a reply.

Presentations, Lightning Talks, Panels, & Posters
Join the live presentations or take in the async sessions at a time that works for you. Send questions and join the discussions by replying to any session.

Workshops
Live, hands-on workshops. Materials will be shared for later viewing but join the discussion at any time.

Convo and Collab
“Conversation and Collaboration” at OE Global 2020 includes informal networking activities, special interest meetings, meetups and other opportunities to connect.

OEGLOBAL 2020
Connecting the global open education community
16-20 November, 2020
Continuous, round the clock, anywhere in the world participation - at OEG Connect - Discussion forums for every session in the program, recordings of live sessions from the previous day and sharing of resources, posting links, asking questions or seeking advice.

**Keynotes** - Join the keynote sessions when available and be part of the conversations by posting a reply.

**Presentations, lightning talks, panels and posters** - Pick and choose the live presentations or take in the asynchronous sessions at a time that works for you. Send questions and join the discussions by replying to any session.

**Workshops** - Live, hands-on workshops. Materials will be shared for later viewing but join the discussion at any time.

**Convo and Collab** - It stands for “Conversation and Collaboration”, and includes informal social activities, special interest group meetings, and other opportunities to collaborate.